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Gaze is one of the most important cues for human communication and social interaction. In
particular, gaze contact is the most primary form of social contact and it is thought to capture
attention. A very early-differentiated brain response to direct versus averted gaze has been
hypothesized. Here, we used high-density electroencephalography to test this hypothesis.
Topographical analysis allowed us to uncover a very early topographic modulation (40–80
ms) of event-related responses to faces with direct as compared to averted gaze. This modulation was obtained only in the condition where intact broadband faces–as opposed to
high-pass or low-pas filtered faces–were presented. Source estimation indicated that this
early modulation involved the posterior parietal region, encompassing the left precuneus
and inferior parietal lobule. This supports the idea that it reflected an early orienting
response to direct versus averted gaze. Accordingly, in a follow-up behavioural experiment,
we found faster response times to the direct gaze than to the averted gaze broadband
faces. In addition, classical evoked potential analysis showed that the N170 peak amplitude
was larger for averted gaze than for direct gaze. Taken together, these results suggest that
direct gaze may be detected at a very early processing stage, involving a parallel route to
the ventral occipito-temporal route of face perceptual analysis.

Introduction
The eye region is one of the most important face features in interpersonal interactions [1].
Gaze perception allows us to decipher the mental states of others: Gaze direction indicates the
focus of another’s attention and it signals an individual’s upcoming goal [2–4]. In particular,
direct gaze indicates attention directed at the perceiver; it is a salient stimulus, precursor to
social interaction, with a threatening or positive significance depending on the facial expression (for reviews, [5, 6]).
It is therefore not surprising that direct gaze captures one’s attention. For instance, direct
gaze has been shown to capture attention in visual search tasks [7–9] and to decrease the duration of face suppression during interocular suppression [10]. There is also evidence for the
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processing of eye contact when it is incidental to the task at hand as well as without focused
attention or even in situations of continuous flash suppression where it is not consciously perceived [11, 12].
The attention capture by direct gaze suggests that direct–as compared to averted–gaze may
elicit very early-differentiated neural responses during the processing of faces. Indeed, using
an adapted dot-probe task with fearful, happy, or neutral faces serving as laterally presented
cues, Pourtois and colleagues demonstrated that the capture of attention by fearful faces
resulted in differentiated response to the probes appearing at the location of those faces (‘valid’
probes) -rather than at the opposite location of the screen (‘invalid’ probes)- between 40 and
80 ms [13]. This response was uncovered using topographical analysis of evoked potentials,
which allows the detection of electric field differences independently of their strength [14].
Source localization further showed that this effect involved the left posterior parietal cortex,
hence suggesting that it reflected an early, reflexive orienting response to the probes that
appeared at the location of the fearful faces (see also [15] for a similar results in a Posner-like
paradigm of attention orienting by fearful gaze).
No study to date looked for such an early effect (< 100ms) in relation with direct gaze processing. Studies using electroencephalography (EEG) have shown that the N170 component,
which is typically elicited between 150 and 200ms and linked to the structural encoding of
faces [16, 17], is modulated by gaze direction, with effects in different directions depending on
task and stimuli. For instance, static pictures of faces under a frontal view generally yielded
enhanced N170 for averted relative to direct gaze [18, 19] or no well-defined difference [20–
23]. In contrast, enhanced N170 to gaze movement toward the perceiver, leading to direct gaze
or not, was observed in explicit tasks of gaze direction judgment [18–20, 22, 24–27]. It therefore seems that the static versus moving nature of the stimuli, the head views included (frontal
and/or deviated), as well as the explicit versus implicit nature of the task with regard to the face
gaze can greatly influence the effect of gaze direction observed on the N170 in response to the
faces. This might be explained by the fact that the processing of direct versus averted gaze may
recruit different regions in posterior occipito-temporo-parietal regions, which may differentially impact and sum up at the level of the scalp N170, depending on the processes put at play
according to task and stimulus parameters. In any case, one can retain that past studies have
shown evidence for the neural coding of gaze direction in the time range of the N170. However, evidence for earlier (<100ms) differentiated brain responses to direct versus averted gaze
is lacking.
In the present study, we aimed at investigating if the processing of faces with direct relative
to averted gaze—presented at fixation—may be associated with very early differentiated neural
responses. We used both conventional analysis of early ERP components (P1, N170) and topographical analysis of the event-related electric field patterns. The latter analysis might be particularly useful to reveal subtle differences in the topographical pattern of ERPs, which may
not be picked up by the measurements of ERP components focused on a few selected electrodes [28, 29]. This has been shown previously by Pourtois et al. (2005) and in other studies
on face perception (see, for example, [30, 31–35]). The rationale for such analysis is detailed by
Pourtois, Delplanque, Michel, & Vuilleumier (2008) in the context of visual emotion processing. Our hypothesis was that using such analysis, we may be able to uncover very early (< 100
ms) differentiated brain responses to direct versus averted gaze, which could reflect early orienting responses to gaze. In addition, we used intact broadband faces and low-pass and highpass filtered faces. Although spatial frequency filtering involves an important loss of information, we decided to include filtered faces to explore if early effects of direct versus averted gaze
may be preferentially conveyed in the low spatial frequency range [36]. Indeed, low spatial frequencies are known to activate the magnocellular pathway that subtends fast, coarse visual
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processing while high-spatial frequencies activate preferentially the parvocellular pathway that
is specialized in finer–but slower–processing [37–40]. In addition, it has been shown that
some brain structures involved in processing information from the eye region, such as the
amygdala [41–45]–although its role in processing gaze direction is debated [46], are sensitive
to low spatial frequencies. It is therefore possible that the low spatial frequency faces might
preferentially subtend very early responses to direct gaze. However, on the other hand, it is
possible that only non-degraded, broadband faces may be able to trigger observable early flow
of information in the visual cortex and therefore to reveal early differentiated brain responses
to gaze direction.

Methods and Methods
Participants
Sixteen students of the University of Geneva without any neurological or psychiatric indications participated in this experiment for course credit (8 male/8 female; mean age ± SD =
21.6 ± 3.3). All participants had normal vision and were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment. All procedures were approved by the ethics committee of the University of Geneva
(commission d’éthique de la Faculté de Psychologie et des Sciences de l’Éducation, Université
de Genève) and written consent was obtained before the experiment started. One participant
(1 male) was rejected because the signal was too noisy.

Stimuli
The same stimuli as in Burra et al. (2013) were used (Fig 1). In brief, there were six different
avatar face identities (3 male), each with direct and (right + left) averted gaze. Each picture was
512 pixels by 512 pixels (~6 degrees of visual angle). We used a wavelet decomposition to
obtain the high (> 32 cycles/image) and low (< 6 cycles/image) spatial frequency versions of
the faces [47].

Procedure
Subjects were seated in a sound-attenuated room at 85 cm from a 17” LCD screen refreshed at
60 Hz. Each participant performed 8 blocks of 72 trials each, for a total of 576 trials (96 trials
per condition). The order of conditions was randomized within every block. Each trial began
with a fixation cross on a gray background for a random interval between 600 and 1600 ms.
The face stimulus was then displayed and remained on the screen for 600 ms followed by an
additional 200 ms gray background. Then, a response screen displaying the response mapping
appeared and the participants were asked to report in the most accurate manner the gender of
the face by a two-choice button press. After the participant’s response, the next trial was initiated, with an inter-trial interval (ITI) of 1000 ms. Participants were asked to blink only after
their response or during the ITI. Each block took about 3 minutes to complete. Before the
experiment, participants completed a 36 practice trials.

EEG acquisition and preprocessing
A Biosemi ActiveTwo AD-Box amplifier system (Amsterdam, The Netherlands) with 128
active AG/AgCL electrodes. This system is referenced to common mode sense/driven right leg
ground. The EEG signal was sampled at 1024 Hz. Then, using BrainVision Analyzer 2.1
(BrainProduct), we filtered our data off-line with high-pass and low-pass Butterworth zero
phase filters (0.1 to 30 Hz with 24 db/oct.), thus using a high-pass filter that does not induce
any distortion to the early components of the ERP [48]. When the electric signal of an
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Fig 1. Example stimulus under each experimental condition of picture filtering (broadband / high spatial frequency / low spatial frequency) and
gaze direction (direct / averted). These avatar faces were created with FaceGen Modeller 3.5 (see [45] for details).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166430.g001

electrode was too noisy during the entire recording, we used a spline interpolation technique
(Order 4, Degree 10) in order to replace the electrode signal [49]. No more than 4% of the total
number of electrodes was corrected. The signal was downsampled to 256 Hz and then recalculated against the average reference. A baseline correction (using the 200 ms of EEG signal
before stimulus onset) was applied before artifact exclusion. Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) was used to remove the eye blink artifacts. We excluded trials with any remaining activity larger than ± 80μV. On average, 22% (±11%) of the trials were rejected. EEG epochs were
then averaged between 100 ms before and 350 ms after the onset of the face stimulus. The constant delay of 32ms introduced by the LCD screen (60hz) was recorder using a photodiode and
then corrected so that the ERPs were precisely time-locked on the actual onset of the stimulus.

Behavioral data analysis
In this experiment, the participants had to wait for a response screen to give their response,
with emphasis on accuracy. Therefore reaction times were not informative and were not analyzed in detail (but see below additional behavioural experiment). As for response accuracy,
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the rate of correct answers in the gender task was analyzed using a two-way repeated-measures
ANOVA with GAZE (Direct, Averted) and FREQUENCIES (Broadband [BB], High spatial
frequency [HSF] and Low spatial frequency [LSF] faces) as within-subject factors.

EEG data analysis
Analysis of ERP peak amplitude and latency. For the ERP analysis, we focused on the
early visual evoked potentials, i.e. P1 and N170, which are respectively the maximal positive
deflection between 90 and 130 ms and the maximal negative deflection between 130 and 190
ms, over posterior electrodes, in response to faces. We measured the peak amplitude and
latency of the P1 and N170 under the different conditions of gaze direction and face filtering.
We used the left and right occipito-temporal sites classically used to analyze these components
[16, 17] with respect to the 128 electrodes system [50, 51]. The P1 peak was measured between
the 100 and 140 ms and the N170 peak was measured between 140 and 160 ms over the pooled
selected sites in the left and right hemispheres respectively. The amplitude of the P1 and N170
peaks were analyzed using repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with the HEMISPHERE (Left, Right), the FREQUENCIES (BB, HSF, and LSF), and the GAZE (Direct,
Averted) as within-subject factors. When the comparisons had more than 1 degree of freedom,
we used in addition Mauchly’s test to check for the assumption of sphericity. When the
assumption was not violated, we report the original ANOVA; when it was violated, we used
Greenhouse-Geisser correction and report the ANOVA with corrected degrees of freedom
and the Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon (ε) value.
Global topographic dissimilarity analysis. In order to assess the topographic modulations of ERPs for the direct and averted gaze conditions, we first calculated the global dissimilarity between the electric field maps obtained in these two conditions for BB, LSF, and HSF faces.
Dissimilarity analysis consists in the analysis of the raw spatiotemporal scalp distribution [14]; it
indexes the differences in configuration between two electric fields, independently of their
strength -i.e. global field power or GFP- (see [13] for a similar approach). This measure is a
good complement to the spatial clustering analysis that we performed next (see below), because
it gives indications about the periods of significant topographic modulation (for some additional details see [52, 53, 54]). Yet, it is not sufficient to determine if topographic differences are
related to ERP configuration change (viz. microstate differences) or to shifts in latency between
similar topographic electric field patterns. For this, we turned to micro-state segmentation.
Topographic analysis based on micro-state segmentation. We performed a spatial clustering analysis of the data using the Cartool software developed by Denis Brunet at the University of Geneva, Switzerland (http://brainmapping.unige.ch/cartool). Topographic analysis
based on microstate segmentation allows the exploration of the difference in cortical generators between experimental conditions and it thus allows interpreting results with respect to
their neurophysiological origins [53, 55–58]. This analysis is based on the observation that
some electrical scalp topographies remain stable during a short period of time [59]; these
topographies form the so-called micro-states. They can be identified using an automated spatial-clustering approach and allow summarizing ERP data by a limited number of field configurations, corresponding to the activation of different sets of cortical generators along time. An
advantage of topographic ERP analysis over traditional waveform analysis is that it enables to
bypass the issue of reference-dependent classic ERP analysis and the issue regarding a priori
selection of electrodes or time period (see: [53]). This method has been used several times,
with faces [31, 35, 60] or emotion [61, 62].
More precisely, using a topographical Atomize and Agglomerate Hierarchical Clustering
(T-AHHC), we quantified the sequence of stable topographies, or maps, over the 350-ms time
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interval of the ERP at the group-averaged level of experimental conditions [63]. Topographical
AAHC is a clustering approach that operates in a bottom-up manner. In a first step, this
approach uses the maximal possible number of maps, i.e. the maximal number of time frames
as the number of possible maps. Then, for each clustering computation, this number is
reduced by aggregating the maps with the lowest global explained variance (GEV) together;
the resulting maps are then re-submitted to clustering analysis, and the analysis is run iteratively until a defined criterion of clustering quality is reached. We used the Krzaniowski-Lai
criterion [58] as an objective criterion of clustering quality and extracted the number of maps
explaining the data most accurately.
The pattern of maps obtained can then be spatially correlated with the single-subject ERP
maps, a stage referred as the “fitting” procedure that allows assessing quantitatively the presence of a certain map in the form of the GEV of this map for each participant. The spatial correlation between template maps and single-subject ERP topographies–GEV of the maps–was
measured for every map that differed across the experimental conditions during a given time
window, for each participant and under each experimental condition of gaze direction and
picture filtering. This allowed us to quantify the representation of the template maps of interest
across subjects and conditions. These measures of GEV across subjects and conditions were
analyzed using an ANOVA with MAPS and EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS as within-subject factors.

Source localization
Finally, using the distributed linear inverse solution and the Local Autoregressive Average
Regularization Approach, named LAURA [64], we localized the cortical sources of the scalp
ERPs in the time window where different patterns of electric fields were identified across our
experimental conditions. For the lead field calculation, we used the Spherical Model with Anatomical Constraints method [65]. This model was applied to the 3005 solution points distributed in the grey matter of an anatomical MRI template, selected from a 6x6x6 mm grid equally
distributed. It computed the lead field matrix using the known analytical solution for a spherical head model with three shells of different conductivity [66]. Based on the results of our topographic analyses of ERP patterns, we performed an ANOVA on the mean source amplitude in
the time window of interest (41-80ms) in order to examine the differences in the sources for
the different experimental conditions. We used a criterion for significance of p < .05, for at
least 32 solution points of the brain volume, in order to control for multiple comparisons (see
also [67, 68]).

Additional behavioural experiment
Our EEG protocol allowed analysis of response accuracy only. In order to complement these
data, we performed an additional behavioral experiment. Fifteen subjects (3 males, mean
age ± SD = 22.7 ± 4.6 years) participated in this complementary experiment. The protocol was
identical to that of the EEG experiment, except that the participants did not have to wait for a
response screen to give their answer and they were asked to answer as quickly and as accurately
as possible. Trials where the RT was faster than 200 ms or slower than 1500 ms were excluded
from analysis. Medians RT of correct answers were computed and log transformed to normalize their distribution. The log-transformed median RT and the accuracy of gender categorization were analyzed using a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with GAZE (Direct, Averted)
and FREQUENCIES (BB, HSF and LSF) as within-subject factors.
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Results
Behavioral data
The ANOVA performed on the accuracy of the subjects from the EEG experiment revealed
only an effect of the spatial filtering of the faces, F(2,28) = 10.28, p < .001, ηp2 = .48 with greater
rate of correct gender responses for the broadband faces (mean rates of correct answers = .96,
.90, .87, for BB, HSF, LSF pictures, respectively).
The additional behavioral experiment reproduced this finding, with greater rate of correct
gender responses for the BB than the HSF and the LSF faces (mean rates of correct answers =
.96, .86, .79, for BB, HSF, LSF pictures, respectively, F(2,28) = 13.17, p < .001, ηp2 = .48).
Moreover, the analysis of RT in the additional behavioral experiment revealed also a main
effect of the spatial filtering of the faces, with faster RT for the broadband faces (median
RT = 572 ms, 604 ms, 602 ms, for BB, HSF, LSF pictures, respectively; F(2,28) = 8.65, p < .001,
ηp2 = .38). In addition, the RT was faster for direct than averted gaze for the broadband faces
(mean RT for direct gaze = 560ms, for averted gaze = 584ms, t(14) = 2.38, p = .036, Cohen’s
d = 0.21) (Fig 2). The gaze direction effect was not significant for the LSF (mean RT for direct
gaze = 596ms, for averted gaze = 608 ms; t<1) and the HSF faces (mean RT for direct
gaze = 596ms, for averted gaze = 608 ms; t<1).
Altogether these results indicated that the non-degraded, broadband faces yielded faster
and more accurate processing than the filtered faces, allowing to reveal the impact on gaze
on the speed of face processing, with faster responses to the faces with direct than averted
gaze.

Fig 2. Result of the additional behavioral experiment. Using the same material, the same paradigm than the EEG experiment and the same number
of participants (N = 15), we asked participants to answer as quickly as possible to the gender of each pictures. Critically, the direct gaze condition with
broadband filtering is performed significantly faster than its averted counterpart.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166430.g002
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ERP peak amplitude and latency analysis
P1. There was neither any effect of GAZE nor any interaction between GAZE and FREQUENCIES on the P1 peak amplitude and latency.
The only effects observed on the amplitude and latency of the P1 component were main
effects of FREQUENCIES. There was a main effect of FREQUENCIES on the P1 peak latency,
F(2,28) = 77.94, p < .0001, ηp2 = .84, with a delayed latency for the HSF pictures (136 ± 1.6
ms) as compared to the LSF pictures (126 ± 2.6 ms) and for the LSF pictures as compared to
the BB pictures (110 ± 2.8 ms). Post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected tests indicated that all three
conditions were significantly different from each other (all ps < .001).
There was also a main effect of FREQUENCIES on P1 peak amplitude, F(1.13,15.89) =
20.95, ε = 0.56, p < .021, ηp2 = .30, with greater amplitude of the P1 for the filtered faces (HSF:
5.7 ± 0.69 μV, LSF: 5.34 ± 0.58 μV) than for the BB faces (4.9 ± 0.56 μV). Post-hoc Bonferronicorrected tests confirmed that the BB condition was significantly different from both filtered
conditions (LSF and HSF), p < .05.
N170. There was a main effect of GAZE on N170 amplitude, F(1,14) = 7.91, p < .05, ηp2 =
.36 with statistically greater N170 for faces with averted gaze (-4.61 ± 0.92 μV) than for faces
with direct gaze (-4.28 ± 0.93 μV) (Fig 3).
Furthermore, FREQUENCIES affected the N170 latency and amplitude. There was a main
effect of FREQUENCIES on N170 latency, F(1, 36, 19.08) = 83.76, ε = 0.68, p < .0001, ηp2 =
.86, with delayed N170 for the HSF faces (185 ± 2 ms) as compared to the LSF faces (175 ± 2
ms) and for the LSF faces as compared to the BB faces (163 ± 3 ms). Post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected tests indicated that all three conditions were significantly different from each other (all
ps < .001). There was also a main effect of FREQUENCIES on N170 amplitude, F(2, 28) =
8.06, p < .002, ηp2 = .36, with greater N170 amplitude for the filtered pictures (HSF:
-5.1 ± 1 μV, LSF: -4.42 ± 0.87 μV) than for the BB pictures (-3.8 ± 0.95 μV). Post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected tests indicating that this difference reached significance for HSF vs. BB faces
(p < .05).

Global topographic dissimilarity analysis
In order to test for very early topographical differences in event-related responses, we used a
data-driven approach based first on the analysis of global dissimilarity between topographical
maps at each time point and second on the segmentation of the data in micro-states (see [62]
for a similar approach).
The global topographic dissimilarity analysis revealed a very early differentiation of the
ERP topographic patterns in response to direct and averted gaze for the BB faces. This topographic dissimilarity was maximal at 70 ms, reaching significance between 68 and 76 ms (p <
.05) (see Fig 4B). This very early topography modulation was also seen as a trend for the LSF
pictures and was not significant for the HSF pictures (see S1 and S2 Figs).
Additional analysis performed by running classical t-tests at each electrode and time point
confirmed the very early effect found and suggested that the topography dissimilarity corresponded to ERP differences between direct and averted gaze conditions over posterior electrodes (see Fig 4A).
We then turned to micro-state segmentation to test formally for the differences in topographical patterns between the direct and averted gaze conditions in BB faces.

Micro-state segmentation
We performed spatial clustering on the grand average ERPs in order to look for a possible
early effect of gaze for the BB face pictures resulting in different scalp topographies. The
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Fig 3. ERP analysis. Grand mean ERPs from the pooled left and right occipito-temporal electrodes (highlighted on the cap
at the top left) are shown for the broadband (top row), high spatial frequency (middle row), low spatial frequency (bottom
row) faces with direct gaze (in black) and averted gaze (in red). Both P1 and N170 peak latencies were delayed with filtered
pictures. The dashed lines represent the peak latency of the N170 under each picture filtering condition.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166430.g003

microstate segmentation found 5 different maps of stable ERP topographies that explained
94.6% of the ERP data. Most interestingly, this analysis revealed a difference in the early maps
identified for the direct and the averted gaze conditions of BB pictures between 41 and 80 ms.
Later maps were similar across conditions and corresponded to the P1, N170, and P300 components of the ERP (see Fig 4C). In order to evaluate how much the early “prototypical” maps identified on the grand averaged data explains the individual scalp topographies obtained in each
participant, we computed the GEV for the first two maps obtained in response to the direct
and averted gaze in each spatial frequency range for each participant, and we performed an
ANOVA on these GEV values with MAPS (map 1 / map 2, as numbered in Figs 4C and 5),
GAZE (direct / averted) and FREQUENCIES (BB / LSF / HSF) as within-subject factors This
analysis revealed a three-way interaction between MAPS, GAZE, and FREQUENCIES, F(2,28) =
7.72, p < .002, ηp2 = .35. This interaction reflected the MAP-by-GAZE interaction that was
observed only for the BB pictures, F(1,14) = 8.85, p < .01, ηp2 = .38 (see Fig 4). In other terms,
this analysis confirmed that the 2 maps identified between 41 and 80 ms were differentially represented in the direct and the averted gaze BB picture conditions across participants.

Source localization
In order to identify the candidate regions underpinning the early topographic difference
between direct and averted gaze conditions, LAURA distributed source estimations were calculated over the 41–80 ms time period. We submitted the mean source amplitude estimations
obtained in this time window to an ANOVA with FREQUENCIES and GAZE as within-subject factors. This revealed a significant interaction between FREQUENCIES and GAZE, with a
maximum peak localized in the left posterior parietal lobe region [Talairach, -9,-82, 41], close
to the left precuneus and extending into the inferior parietal lobule, F(2,28) = 4.22, p < .025,
ηp2 = .23 (Fig 6A). Post-hoc t-test performed on the source points extracted from this region
revealed that direct gaze activated this region more strongly (1.42 ± .103 nV/mm3) than
averted gaze (1.01 ± .118 nV/mm3) in the BB picture condition, t(14) = 3.75, p < .02. This
effect was not significant for the LSF and HSF pictures (Fig 6B).

Discussion
In this experiment, we investigated the neural responses to faces with direct and averted gaze
using high-density EEG and topographical analysis of event-related responses in order to
examine if very early differentiated neural responses to direct versus averted gaze could be
observed. While classical evoked potential analysis revealed an effect of gaze direction only in
the form of enhanced N170 for averted relative to direct gaze, the topographical analysis
revealed differentiated ERP topographies to direct and averted gaze as early as between 41 and
80 ms. Source localization further suggested that this early differentiated response involved the
left posterior parietal cortex, mainly in the precuneus region. These results were obtained in
the condition of BB face picture presentation, while LSF and HSF picture conditions did not
allow us to differentiate these early brain response to direct versus averted gaze. In addition, a
separate behavioural experiment showed faster gender categorization responses for direct than
averted gaze in the broadband condition only.
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Fig 4. Early differences between topographical ERP patterns in response to direct and averted gaze, in the broadband (BB)
picture condition. A) Overview of ERPs in response to direct and averted gaze BB pictures and sample-by-sample t-test of ERP
differences between these two conditions. The upper graph represents the overlay of grand mean ERP waveforms obtained on every
electrode in response to direct and averted gaze BB pictures. The lower graph represents the number of electrodes for which the p value of
the exploratory t-test of ERP differences between direct and averted gaze conditions (performed on each electrode and each time point)
reached significance (at an uncorrected threshold of p < .05). The time window delimited by a dashed green rectangle represents the 41–80
ms time window in which different topographical maps were identified for the direct and averted gaze BB picture conditions (see part C of this
figure and text). On the right of the graph, a topographical map shows the electrodes that reached the .05 threshold p-value and a bar plot
illustrates the early effect showing a scatterplot of the individual participants’ mean amplitude values between 41 and 80 ms for direct and
averted gaze at the electrode of maximal t-value (represented by a black dot on topographical map). This showed that the early effect was
present in every participant but one. B) Global topographic dissimilarity analysis. The graph represents the statistical level of the global
dissimilarity index between the ERP scalp distributions for direct and averted gaze, in the BB picture condition. C) Micro-state segmentation.
The five stable topographical maps obtained using the microstate segmentation procedure are represented above the Global Field Power
(GFP) for direct and averted gaze BB pictures. The areas under the curves of the GFP are coloured to represent the period of time where
each map was stable. Between 41 and 80 ms, distinct maps (maps 1 and 2) were identified for the direct and averted gaze conditions.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166430.g004

Considering the importance of gaze contact in interpersonal interactions and the available
evidence that direct gaze elicits attention capture, the present study aimed at testing if very
early (< 100 ms) brain responses to direct versus averted gaze may be detected. To uncover
such effects, we used a technique for topographical analysis of the scalp electrical activity that
is able to reveal subtle differences in the topographical patterns of evoked electrical activities
[14, 52, 53, 56, 57, 62]. This technique enabled us to investigate global activity patterns at the
scalp level. With this approach, we uncovered a very early global dissimilarity between direct
and averted gaze, peaking around 70 ms. This very early difference in the electric field patterns
in response to direct and averted gaze was demonstrated with broadband (BB) pictures only. It
is possible that the filtered pictures elicited smaller responses or responses of lower signal-tonoise ratio, particularly in the very early time range of the first flow of activation in the cortex,
obscuring any early effect in the HSF and LSF picture conditions. As for BB pictures, microstate segmentation further confirmed the difference in the scalp topography of electrical activities elicited by direct and averted gaze, with the identification of two distinct topographic
maps or microstates between 41 and 80 ms (similar as for fearful faces, as demonstrated by,
[69, 70]).
Source localization indicated that this topographical difference reflected differentiated activation to direct gaze as compared to averted gaze BB pictures in the left posterior parietal cortex region, encompassing the precuneus and the inferior parietal lobule. Some studies have
suggested that the parietal lobule and the precuneus work together in directing attention in
space during both covert and overt attention orienting [71]. In the right hemisphere, the posterior parietal cortex has been associated with the spatial attention shifts triggered by averted
gaze perception [3, 72]. Moreover, both the right and left precuneus were involved in saccade
and pointing tasks, and additionally, the left precuneus showed greater activation specific to
target detection when no eye movement was involved [73]. The role of these regions extends
beyond the spatial aspects of attention. In a task where subjects paid attention to a specific central target, the precuneus region was more activated when attention switched between different
target features, as compared with a condition of sustained attention to a specific target feature.
This highlighted the role of these brain regions in non-spatial shifts of attention [74]. The posterior parietal region would also be involved in the early attention orienting toward relevant
stimuli [75], defined as the process that give rise to an attentional biasing signal leading to initiate amplification and/or prioritization of the processing of the incoming stimulus. This process
would take place at pre-attentive stage, allowing allocation of central processing resources to
relevant or novel stimuli [76, 77]. It could be driven by attention capture elicited by the salient
stimulus formed by direct gaze as well as by a ‘natural’ bias toward direct gaze processing,
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Fig 5. Result of the fitting procedure for the two early maps (Map1 / Map 2) identified in the 41–80 ms time window.
There was a significant interaction between MAP and GAZE in the BB picture condition. The fitting procedure showed that the
Map 1 explained more variance in the direct than in the averted gaze condition and that Map 2 explained better the averted
gaze condition than Map 1 did. In addition, post-hoc t-test showed that Map 1 explained better the direct gaze than the averted
gaze condition, t(14) = 3.33, p < .005, and that Map 2 explained better the averted gaze condition than Map 1 did, t(14) = 2.73,
p < .016. Since normality condition was not verified for this explained variance measure, we ran additional non-parametrical
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests; this confirmed the results reported with Zs < -2.04, ps < .05.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166430.g005

related to its biological and social significance. Interestingly, the region of the precuneus is at
the interface between the first visual flow of information (viz. bottom-up information) and
high-level cognitive processes (viz. top-down influences). Resting-state functional connectivity
has revealed that the precuneus region is connected with the primary visual regions and with
some more cognitive regions such as the inferior parietal lobule, the angular gyrus, and some
prefrontal areas, close to the frontal-eyed field [78, 79]. More, generally, the parietal cortex has
been reported to be involved in the integration between top-down and bottom-up attention
[80–84]. Thus, we suggest that the very early differential activation of the precuneus and
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Fig 6. Source localization in the 41–80 ms time window. A) Result of the node-wise ANOVA performed on source estimation in the 41–80 ms time
window. The nodes showing a significant interaction between FREQUENCIES and GAZE (p < .05 over a minimum of 8ms with a cluster size > 32 solution
points) are represented in red over left and right lateral views and horizontal sections of the template brain. B) Bar plot of the estimated source activity over the
left parietal cluster identified in A, under each condition of picture filtering (Broadband, HSF, LSF) and gaze direction (direct gaze in black, averted gaze in
red), showing that the left parietal region was significantly more activated for direct than averted gaze in the broadband face condition.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166430.g006

inferior parietal lobule region that we uncovered reflects a very early attention capture
response associated with direct gaze perception, in relation with its biological relevance. In
agreement with this view, in the additional behavioural experiment that we conducted, we
found faster RT to the faces with direct than averted gaze in the gender categorization task (for
similar results, see: [85]).
Our study is the first to report early posterior parietal activity associated with direct gaze
perception. However, other relevant biological stimuli have been reported to activate this
region, such as facial expressions [86] or biological motion for instance [87]. Hence, this posterior parietal region appears to drive the rapid, automatic orienting response to highly relevant
stimuli (e.g. aversive), which may occur even outside of consciousness. When testing hemianopic patients, the presentation of a visual stimulus associated at a prior stage with a threatening
sound, in the blind field of the patients, induced an enhancement of left parietal cortex activation, in spite of a lack of stimulus awareness [88]. Furthermore, fearful faces presented without
awareness activated the left posterior parietal region, too [89]. Thus, our results are consistent
with a prominent role of the posterior parietal region encompassing the precuneus in the
reflexive attention capture elicited by the highly biologically relevant and salient stimulus
formed by direct gaze in humans [90]. Compared to other species, humans have a highly
salient eye region [1], which may facilitate the early detection of gaze direction by the human
brain. Our study suggests that gaze detection may take place very early on during face processing, leading to attention capture by direct gaze.
The early time window of our effect raises the question of its cerebral origin. Such early
brain response may reflect fast visual pathways, involving either rapid feedforward flow of cortical information through V1 or subcortical-to-extrastriate-cortical pathway bypassing V1 [91,
92]. In this line, Foxe et al., [93] brought evidence for the fact that only the early part of C1
would reflect pure V1 activation; while its late part would reflect distributed activation extending into extrastriate, parieto-temporp-frontal regions. Moreover, in macaques, onset latencies
of 26.3 ms and 25.8 ms were found in V1 and IP respectively ([94], see also, [95]). In the pulvinar thalamic nucleus, visual response latency was comprised between 60 and 80 ms after stimulus onset [96], coinciding with the response latency in early visual cortical areas V1 and V2
[96, 97]. Interestingly, the pulvinar is implicated in processing salient face information, as
emotional expressions of human faces activate neurons in the monkey pulvinar [98]. Moreover, it projects directly to the parietal lobe [99–102]. Such functional and structural connection between pulvinar and parietal cortex is a likely candidate pathway of the early effect found
here.
We also performed classical ERP parameter analysis of the P1 and the N170 components,
which are typical signatures of visual stimulus processing and face perception: The P1 has
been claimed to be related to extra-striate visual activities [103–105], while the N170 has been
linked to the structural encoding of faces [16, 17].
The P1 and N170 components were both affected by the face picture filtering, with delayed
P1 and N170 peak latency for HSF pictures relative to LSF pictures and for LSF pictures relative to BB pictures as has already been reported in previous experiments [106, 107]. This suggests that spatial filtering results in a slowing of the visual processing of the pictures, probably
because picture degradation through filtering slows the accumulation of evidence [108] at the
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early stage of visual processing, hence inducing a delayed peak latency of the P1, also reverberated on the N170 latency. This interpretation is also consistent with the increased P1 and N170
amplitudes obtained for the filtered as compared to the broadband pictures, which would
reflect the need for more evidence accumulation [108] for the degraded (filtered) relative to
the intact (broadband) picture processing. Such amplitude effects, particularly on the N170 for
HSF, might be also related to our gender task, which required extraction of stimulus features
[109].
Moreover, we found a small but statistically significant effect of gaze on the N170 peak
amplitude, with larger N170 for the averted than the direct gaze conditions. Effects of gaze
direction on N170 amplitude have already been reported but with discrepancies in the effect of
observed, the N170 being either enhanced or reduced for averted relative to averted gaze across
studies [18, 27, 110]. The origin of these discrepancies might be related to several factors, such
as stimulus (full faces vs. deviated faces), presentation type (static vs. dynamic), and task differences across studies (gender task vs. gaze discrimination), as recently demonstrated by Latinus
et al. (2015). It is likely that the processing of gaze direction, head orientation, and gaze motion
recruit different close-by areas in posterior occipito-temporo-parietal regions, which may differentially impact and sum up at the level of the scalp N170, depending on the stimulus and
task at hand. Our result is in line with previous studies that used static faces under frontal view
and found enhanced N170 for faces displaying averted as compared to direct gaze ([18, 19],
see also [111]).
We obtained distinct effects of gaze direction in the 40–80 ms and in the N170 time ranges,
with involvement of posterior parietal cortex in response to direct as compared to averted gaze
between 40 and 80 ms and increased N170 to averted relative to direct gaze. Biologically relevant stimuli such as facial expressions, gaze, or faces have been proposed to be processed by
different pathways. An occipito-temporal visual pathway would be involved in the perceptual
analysis of faces [112]. Another pathway, involving subcortical and cortical regions—including
the amygdala, the pulvinar and the posterior parietal lobule—would subserve rapid, automatic
(and potentially unconscious) orienting response to these stimuli [36, 89, 113–116]. This dual
route view fits the two-process theory of face perception [117, 118], which was recently
extended to eye contact detection [119]. This two-process theory proposes that distinct subcortical / cortical systems are involved in rapid detection and orienting response toward faces and
direct gaze or eye contact (so-called Conspec process) on one hand and in perceptual analysis
of faces (so-called Conlern) on the other hand. Our results may be interpreted in this framework: while the very early posterior parietal response would reflect the reflexive orienting
response to direct gaze, the N170 amplitude modulation would reflect the perceptual analysis
of gaze direction.
Some limitations to the present study should be considered. First, we only used pictures
depicting frontal views of faces. This limits our conclusion to direct gaze under frontal view,
which may bear particular low-level visual properties such as overall vertical symmetry. It
would be interesting to use different head positions, as in past experiments [24, 42] to increase
the generalization of our effect and test if it reflects true eye contact effects independent of
head view. Moreover, in spite of the interpretation proposed above, the precise functional role
of the early differential effect that we obtained remains to be identified. Only additional investigation, using for example transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to disrupt the posterior
parietal region in such early time range, will allow answering this question and determining if
it can be used as a reliable marker of direct gaze detection. Besides, it would also be interesting
to include a control condition such as closed eyes in order to tease apart the effects of direct
and averted gazes. Indeed, it is well known that averted gaze can also trigger specific attentionrelated processes. We cannot exclude that the differentiated responses that we observed could
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be in part driven by the averted gaze condition. Finally, considering the very early latency of
our effect, one may wonder if some electrical signal lingered in the electroretinogram and contributed to our source estimation, due to volume conduction. Although it cannot be ruled out,
this however seems implausible because it is unclear how this could have resulted in the focal
parietal activation obtained without any hint to additional activation in more anterior regions,
near the eye balls.
In conclusion, our study confirms that gaze constitutes a highly relevant stimulus to which
we are exquisitely sensitive. We demonstrated that gaze direction was detected early on by the
human brain, with increased activity to direct versus averted gaze in the left posterior parietal
region between 40 and 80 ms. This activity could provide a neural correlate of early attention
capture by gaze contact.

Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Early ERP topographical pattern analysis in response to direct and averted gaze, in
the high-spatial frequency (HSF) picture condition. Same legend as in Fig 4
(TIF)
S2 Fig. Early ERP topographical pattern analysis in response to direct and averted gaze, in
the low-spatial frequency (LSF) picture condition. Same legend as in Fig 4
(TIF)
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